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         One sunny Saturday, while playing with Mr. Ho�man's gadgets, they found 

something amazing - a time machine! It had buttons, switches, and a blinking 

screen with strange symbols. Luke and Maggie were very excited.

         I wonder where this can take us," said Luke, with a big smile.

         Maggie nodded eagerly. "Let's see!"

         "Wow, this is so cool!" Maggie exclaimed.

         Luke started asking people about the fantastic things they saw. They heard 

about teleporting, robot friends, and even a cure for colds.

         With bravery and a bit of nervousness, they set the time machine to take them 

into the future. It made strange sounds and lights, and suddenly, they were in a 

futuristic city.

         The buildings were tall, and cars �oated in the air. People wore shiny silver 

clothes and talked using tiny devices on their wrists. It was a world of amazing 

technology.

          Once upon a time in a quiet town, 

there were two best friends named Luke 

and Maggie. They loved science and 

enjoyed exploring Mr. Ho�man's old but 

fascinating laboratory.
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         But as they explored more, they noticed something strange. Even with all the 

cool gadgets, people didn't talk to each other much. They were so busy with their 

devices that they didn't spend time together. It felt lonely.

         Luke and Maggie realized that while technology was great, it shouldn't take 

the place of talking and being with friends and family. They decided it was time to 

go back home.

         Back in Mr. Ho�man's lab, they used the time machine to return to their own 

time. They were back where they started, and they were happy. They knew that 

their time had lots of great things too.

         They learned that technology is amazing, but it's important to spend time with

the people you care about.
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1) What do Luke and Maggie like to do in their town?

2) What did they !nd in Mr. Ho"man's lab?

3) Describe the place they visited in the future.

4) What did Luke and Maggie learn about the future's technology?

5) What did they notice about people in the future?
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6) How did Luke and Maggie feel when they came back home?

7) What did they learn from their adventure?
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